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I will speak about approaches that I
experimented through
y My participation as a program officer in the Climate
Change in Africa program (CCAA, a joint initiative of IDRC
and DfID)
y The organisation of training workshops on Monitoring
and Evaluation (M&E) for CCAA‐supported project teams
y The supervision of a pan‐African project on M&E in
adaptation initiatives
y The creation of Concert‐Eau and collaboration with
ROBVQ et COPERNIC

Starting point for M&E in the CCAA
program: Outcome Mapping (OM)
y Method oriented on behaviour changes, allowing to
describe changes observed during adaptation
y Excellent to plan actions to reach the desired
outcomes
y Explicitly recognises the multiple influences of
different programs and actors
y Approach developed at IDRC, there was an interest to
experiment it for adaptation
y The strategy document of the program was written
using OM principles
y The first cohort of project received training in the use
of OM

Problems faced
y Trainers and users spent a lot of time on OM
concepts, rather than on how to adapt the approach
to what needed to be done
y Specialised vocabulary, hard to understand by local
stakeholders
y Technical reports required by the donors followed a
results‐based management (RBM) approach
(activities, outputs, outcomes, impacts)
y OM does not allow to monitor the state of the
environment, it needs to be combined to other
approaches

Adaptations
y Integration of OM in a general RBM
philosophy to mostly describe outcomes
y Taking into account the complexity of
causal relationships (↓ of obsession for
attribution)
y Borrowing of essentials aspects of OM,
provided to project teams in a set of tools
y Adaptation of the outcome journal

Essential aspects of OM
y The vision (which can be developed with
other methods)
y The notion that a change of behaviour can be
a result, an outcome
y The concept of partner from whom we
expect things (terms boundary and influence
can be delicate)
y Graduated progress markers (expect to see,
like to see, love to see)
y The keeping of a journal

Application in the M&E of the
CCAA program
y The grant recipient teams were the « boundary
partners » of the program
y The program officers held an outcome journal for
each project supervised, a single table updated along
the project duration
y Outcome journals were abandoned when the Centre
adopted a project monitoring for where program
officers reported on activities, followig of
methodology, outputs, outcomes and risk
management

Format of the outcome journal
Progress
marker

What happened (who, Date
(when)
how, who was
involved?)

Lessons learned
/corrective
measures

Support
documents (file)

Application by project teams
y The first 16 project teams benefited from
training with their partners in the field
y This helped them to refine their planning
and to identify partners to influence
y Projects reported their outcomes in their
technical reports, after activities and
research findings
y A few projects teams held outcome journals
and repeated this in other projects

Other tools included in CCAA
trainings on M&E
y The results chain
y Vision, Actions, Parterships
y Participatory analysis of components of
risk (identification of vulnerability drivers,
which evolved into EXSECO afterwards)
y Process documentation
y Spider web diagrams to visualise
evaluation results

Additional tools included in the
pan‐African project by
UNECA/AGRHYMET/OSS/UICN
y Tools from the Community based
vulnerability and capacity analysis
approach by CARE
y Map of resources and risks
y Vulnerability matrix
y Community‐based Risk Screening
– Adaptation & Livelihoods
(CRISTAL)

Creation of Concert‐Eau, collaboration
with ROBVQ and COPERNIC
y Together we realised the need for evaluation
approaches for collective empowerment
y Participation multi‐institutional committee on taking
into account climatic variability in water master plans
y Condensing the tools mentioned above into the bare
essentials for watershed organisations (3 tools): VAP,
SENAT et EXSECO
y COPERNIC is testing SENAT for the follow‐up of its
water master plan; improvement of the approach

In watershed management
y Evaluation should be usable by different
stakeholders who have individual and
common goals
y There is no (or not necessarily) an
evaluator
y There is no (or not necessarily) an
evaluation budget
y There are no (or not necessarily) funding
agencies or central executing organisations
y Stakeholders are accountable to each other
rather than to a central organisation

In deed the watershed
organisations (OBVs)
y Are civil society organisations, with
no power over participating
partners
y Do not have funds to execute the
initiatives
y Have a facilitating role
y Facilitate the actions in the water
master plans with the funds and
human resources provided by
participating partners

Evaluation tools therefore must
y Be simple and intuitive, without technical or
academic jargon
y Require little investment in time and resources
y Allow to represent the complexity of real situations
y Allow stakeholders to follow up on each other’s
engagements and expectations
y Guide the adjustment of plans in function of observed
results
y Motivate players to be more autonomous in achieving
and monitoring their actions

Visions, Actions, Parterships
y Each participant expresses his(her) vision of water uses
and ecosystems; a shared vision is developed from all
expressed visions
y Each participant expresses what he (she) can do to reach
the vision (actions)
y He (she) expresses what is
needed from other players
to reach the vision
y After sharing, we develop
actions within the group
and expectations for
external partners

Vision
Description
of
desired conditions if
all expressed wishes
came true

Actions
What we plan on doing to reach
the vision or to influence partners
who can also contribute to it.
Indicate which partners in the
group agree to conduct them.

Partenariats
Partnerships outside
the group and
expectations towards
them.

Monitoring of engagements and
expectations (SENAT for Suivi des engagements
et des attentes)

y Expression of engagements and expectations in tables
(expectations = actions expected from other players,
expected results, desired engagements)
y The tables for taken engagements present expected
results and conditions for success
y Tables for the desired engagements present obstacles
to engagement and activities planned to overcome
them

SENAT (follows)
y Monitoring journals for taken engagements add
colomns to reflect on actions conducted, results
obtained, reasons for reaching or not the conditions
for success, possible solutions and next steps
y Monitoring journals for desired engagements include
a column « observed results » for observations on
progress in reaching engagements. Once an
engagement taken, it will be added and monitored in
the other journal.
y Regular evaluations, adjustments to planning, adding
or removing certain items

Player

Planned Expected
action
results

Conditions Actions Results
for success conduct obtained
ed

Conditions for
success
reached?
Why?

Possible
solutions/
Next steps

Player

Expected
action

Expected
results

Obstacles to Planned
activities to
enga‐
gement
reach
engagement

Observed
results

The EXSECO tool
y To collect evidence about adaptation, on the evolution
of the situation with time
y We consider only one combination of hazard and asset
at a time
y Description of three types of drivers of vulnérability, in
terms of EXposure, Sensitivity and Compensation (or
coping) mechanisms
y For each type, description of the current situation, of
past adaptation and possible future ones

Hazard________________ Asset___________________
Types of
drivers of
vulnerability

Exposure
Sensitivity
Compensation
(or coping)
mechanisms

Drivers

Current situation Past adaptation
What happened?
Describe current
state of drivers
Who helped?
Who decided?

Possible new
adaptations
What could we
do?
Who should
help?
Who should
decide?

